
Yaktrax WALK  
Activity Walking 

Materials Coils: 1.2mm high strength steel*, containing 70% recycled content  

Webbing: Polyelastomer*, containing 20% recycled content 

 

Item Code  EAN Description  QTY by Case  

10877 096506108777 YT WALKER XSMALL 24 

10874 096506108746 YT WALKER SMALL  24 

10875 096506108753 YT WALKER MEDIUM  24 

10876 096506108760 YT WALKER LARGE  24 

 
Reduce the risk of falls when walking on snow or ice 

Made of abrasion-resistant 1.2 mm steel coils 

Provides 360 degrees of traction on cold surfaces for all-direction stability 

Highly elastic outer band with heel tab slips easily slips on and off of shoes. 

Yaktrax Walk traction cleats are a lightweight and easy to use solution for reducing the risk of slips 
and falls while walking on slippery snow and ice. A highly elastic outer band easily slips onto shoes of 
all types for a secure fit. Traction is provided by abrasion-resistant 1.2 mm steel coils. The patented 
coil design provides 360 degrees of traction on cold surfaces for stability in all directions.  



 

Yaktrax PRO 
Activity : Walking – Hiking 

Materials : Coils: 1.4mm high strength abrasion resistant steel*, containing 70% recycled content 
Webbing: Natural Rubber 

 

Item Code  EAN Description  QTY by Case  

10878 096506108784 YAK TRAX PRO SMALL  24 

10879 096506108791 YAK TRAX PRO MEDIUM  24 

10880 096506108807 YAK TRAX PRO LARGE 24 

10881 096506108814 YAKTRAX PRO X-LARGE 24 

 
Traction cleats that fit over shoes for safely walking, hiking, or jogging on packed snow or ice 

Made of high-strength, abrasion-resistant 1.4 mm stainless-steel coils and heavy-duty rubber 

Provides 360 degrees of traction on slippery winter surfaces for all-direction stability 

Durable rubber foot frame with removable over-foot strap ensures an excellent fit 

Yaktrax Pro traction cleats instantly provide better traction, confidence and safety for walking, 
jogging, or hiking on packed snow or ice. The Pro's low-profile, patented coil design provides 360 
degrees of traction on slippery ice and snow, giving stability in all directions and allowing users to 
move about naturally as they would normally have on dry surfaces.  

Made of high-strength, abrasion and rust-resistant 1.4 mm steel coils and heavy-duty natural rubber, 
the Pros are durable and easily conform to the shape of any boot or shoe. For oversized shoes or 
boots, Yaktrax recommends purchasing one size larger than your normal shoe size. 

Tested safe from breakage in temperatures as low as -41 degrees F; available in S, M, L, and XL sizes 
to fit most shoes 
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